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ST. PAUL'S

#BEYONDIDEAS
BEYOND EDUCATION

SHAPE THE WORLD!

St. Paul’s is a small, close-knit community at the University of Waterloo with a core belief in working to shape a just and humane world. All our programs are designed to do this, whether they address international development, Aboriginal education, social change, or environmental stewardship. Students are encouraged to take chances and act on their dreams as they research, study, and engage with the topics they’re passionate about.

**ENVIRONMENT LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITY**
First-year Faculty of Environment students engage with upper-year Peer Leaders and faculty members through events, workshops, study sessions, and more so that their chances of success at university are maximized.

**SOCIAL IMPACT LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITY**
First-year students explore how they can make an impact on the world around them with the support of mentors and Peer Leaders, and try it out at their own pace.

**WOMEN IN ENGINEERING LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITY**
Female Engineering students have a unique opportunity to live with their peers in this community designed to expand their social and academic networks with the help of upper-year Engineering Peer Leaders.

**ST. PAUL’S GREENHOUSE SOCIAL IMPACT INCUBATOR**
Upper-year students from all Faculties get mentorship and specialized learning opportunities so they can act on pressing social issues, whether it’s by developing a project, service, startup, or taking that entrepreneurial mindset to grad school or a job.

**WATERLOO ABORIGINAL EDUCATION CENTRE**
The Centre facilitates the sharing of Indigenous knowledge and welcomes all members of the Waterloo community to experience events, lectures, and activities such as Pow Wow and Soup and Bannock lunches.
WHAT YOU’LL DISCOVER AT ST. PAUL’S:

› A co-ed residence and apartments for University of Waterloo students from any faculty or program (undergraduate or graduate).

› Three Living-Learning Communities — Faculty of Environment, Social Impact, and Women in Engineering — where groups of first-year student live together in the same part of residence, with access to specialized support and resources.

› Classes and overseas placement support for the International Development and Master of Development Practice programs.

› St. Paul’s GreenHouse, an immersive social impact incubator, where upper-year students develop projects and startups that create meaningful and measurable social and environmental impact.

› The Waterloo Aboriginal Education Centre, where Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students, staff, and faculty share and learn about Indigenous knowledge.

› Academic courses in topics such as the environment, economics, Native, and religious studies.

› A French-language residence floor for undergraduates.

› Large, modern facilities for dining, learning, studying, and hanging out.

› Nightly and short-term hotel-style guest rooms for visitors to Waterloo.

› A vibrant, welcoming community.

OUR LIVING COMMITMENT TO HELPING STUDENTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE INCLUDES:

› Scholarships and fellowships for International Development students

› Social Impact Fund grants to St. Paul’s GreenHouse students so they can explore early-stage, high-potential startup ideas

› Educational resources and support for Indigenous youth at elementary, high school, and post-secondary levels

› A home for refugee students in collaboration with World University Services of Canada

› Funding for student projects that put our mission and values into action

› Engaging the community in discussions about humanitarian issues through lectures and visiting speakers

› Partnering with the Centre for Community Based Research to strengthen communities through social-based research

#BEYONDIDEAS

St. Paul’s is a small, welcoming community with a great balance between making friends and studying.
ENGAGE YOUR PASSION

uwaterloo.ca/stpauls